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ABSTRACT : In this study, changes in liver, kidney, spleen and pancreas of male mice subjected to benzene inhalation were

evaluated. Two experimental groups were included in the study, one group were exposed (100 ppm / 4h. /Day) daily for two weeks

were the control group were maintained for a period of two weeks under the same conditions. The animal exposure appeared

some of the histological changes in liver, kidney, spleen and pancreas in male mice represent by necrosis, degeneration,

Pyknotic, shrinkage of the glomerulus, hyperplasia, and hypertrophy.
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INTRODUCTION

Benzene belongs to a large class of chemicals called

organic solvents. Alcohols acetone and methyl ethyl

ketone, trichoroethane and xylene are a few other

examples, organic solvents (Ann and Fan, 1999). A wide

variety of chemicals can be abused as inhalants. The

products used for common household and industrial

purposes (Ghantous and Danielsson, 1986).

Environmental pollutants such as benzene have a negative

effect on the function and structure of liver, kidney, spleen

and pancreas. Hemosiderosis of liver, spleen, kidney and

bone marrow is a frequent pathological alteration both in

human beings and in experimental animals dead of

benzene poisoning (NTP, 1989).

Several studies in both non-Premont humans and

animals have demonstrated that toluene absorbed into

the blood is distributed throughout the body with the brain,

liver containing the highest level (Li et al, 1986).

The aim of present study is to assess toxic effect of

benzene inhalation to some organ (liver, kidney, spleen

and pancreas) in male mice represented by the histological

changes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals for experimental were randomly divided in

two groups, the first group was exposed by inhalation

(100 ppm/4h./Day) daily for two weeks while, the second

group represents control were maintained for a period of

two weeks under the same conditions. Liver, Kidney,

spleen and pancreas of the mice were removed and  fixed

in 10% neutral buffered formaldehyde for 24 hours,

Specimens were processed by dehydrating and clearing

was performed by alcohol and xylene respectively. Tissue

specimens were impregnated and embedded in paraffin

and stained by hematoxylin and eosin stain (Luna, 1986).

RESULTS

Kidney

Kidney of treatment group with benzene appeared

histopathological changes represent by necrosis,

degeneration, pyknotic, bleeding and absence of

glomerulus (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5). Compare with control

group which appeared normal tissue.

Liver

Liver of treatment group with benzene recorded

different pathological states impotent of necrosis,

degeneration, bleeding, infiltration, pyknotic, dilated if sinus,

congestion and edema. Compare with control group (Figs.

6, 7, 8 and 9).
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Fig. 1 : Photo micrograph of the cortex kidney showed bleeding (a),

degeneration (b) necrosis (c) (H &E 40X).

Fig. 2 : Micrograph of kidney cortex of shrinkage (atrophy) of

glamorous (a) stenosis of proximal and distal tubules (b) &

degeneration (c) H& E 40 X.

Fig. 3 : Kidney showed necrosis (a), absence of glomeruli’s (b)

closing of tubules (c) (H&E stain 400X).

Fig. 4 : Photo micrograph of the cortex kidney showed normal tissue,

Glomerulus (a) and tubules (b) (H &E 40X).

Fig. 5 : The Light micrograph of kidney showed Closing of tubules

(a) and necrosis (b) (H&E stain 40X).

Fig. 6 : The Light micrograph of liver showed control tissue, normal

hepatocytes (a) and normal portal vein (b). (H&E stain 40X).
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Fig. 7 : Light micrograph of liver an animal inhalation benzene

demonstrating of conjugation (a), vacillation (b), dilated of

sinuses (c), degeneration (d) and necrosis (e) (H & E 40X).

Fig. 8 : Light micrograph of liver on animal inhalation benzene

demonstrating of conjugation (a), dilated of sinuses (b),

vacillation (c) presence of kupffer cells ( ) (H&E).

Fig. 9 : Light micrograph of liver an animal inhalation benzene

demonstrating of conjugation (a), dilated of sinuses (b),

infiltration lymphocytes (c). (H & E 40X).

Fig. 10 : The Light micrograph of Spleen animal inhalation benzene

showed Necrosis (a), Degeneration of lymphatic nodes (b)

(HAE stain 40X).

Fig. 11 : The Light micrograph of Spleen an animal inhalation

benzene showed necrosis of nodes (a), degeneration (b)

(H&E stain 40X).

Fig. 12 : The Light micrograph of Spleen animal inhalation benzene

showed necrosis of nodes (a), degeneration (b) (H&E stain

40X).
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Fig. 13 : The Light micrograph of Spleen an animal inhalation

benzene showed necrosis of nodes (a), degeneration (b)

(H&E stain 40X).

Fig. 14 : The Light micrograph of Spleen an animal inhalation

benzene showed necrosis of nodes (a), degeneration (b).

(H&E stain 40X).

Fig. 15 : The Light micrograph of Spleen an animal inhalation

benzene showed necrosis of nodes (a), degeneration (b)

(H&E stain 40X).

Fig. 16 : The Light micrograph of Spleen an animal inhalation

benzene showed Showed necrosis of nodes (a), degeneration

(b) (H&E stain 40X).

Fig. 17 : The Light micrograph of pancreas an animal inhalation

benzene showed Showed necrosis of acinis (a), degeneration

of langerhans (b) odema (c) and hemorrage (d). (HAE  40X).

Fig. 18 : The Light micrograph of pancreas an animal inhalation

benzene showed Showed necrosis of acinis (a) and

degeneration (b) (H & E 40X).
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Fig. 19 : The Light micrograph of pancreas an animal inhalation

benzene showed Showed necrosis of acinis (a) and

degeneration (b). (H & E 40X).

Fig. 20 : The Light micrograph of pancreas showed control tissue

(a) normal langerhans island, normal acini (b) (H&E stain

40X).

Spleen

Spleen of treatment group with benzene showed

pathological changes from necrosis and degeneration of

lymphatic nodes, edema and vaculation of cells and tissue

compare with control group (Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15

and 16).

Pancreas

Pancreas of treatment group appeared degeneration

of islet of langerhanse, congestion, hyper pigment of acini,

edema and dilated of acinis compare with control group

(Figs. 17, 18, 19 and 20).

DISCUSSION

In our study, the histopathological change in the liver,

kidney, spleen and pancreas of males mice which

exposure to benzene was represented by necrosis,

degeneration, edema, hyper pigment and absence and

shrinkage also bleeding and infiltration was found. Theses

result was according with NTP (1989). Also, Ameno et

al (1989) noticed that the solvents such as toloune caused

changes of liver, kidney and spleen after inhalation

exposure (Ghantous and Danielsson, 1986).

Inhalation experiments with laboratory animals,

considerable amounts of toluene, xylene and benzene have

been shown to be distributed to while adipose tissues,

adrenal, kidney, skin, liver, lung and brain (Ozen et al,

2003).

With the increasing use of benzene as a solvent of

gums, resins, fats, rubber and alkaloids and as a fual,

increasing numbers and human in toxicacation are

reported (Pyykko et al, 1997). Chronic exposure may

cause varied hematological and clinical pictures as proved

by the evidence here presented (Hudak and Ungavary,

1978).

The histopathological damage cause by xylene,

benzene and gear oil-was included the loss of bubbling

epithelium, reduction in cytoplasm and volume and density,

fusion of cell membranes and nuclei forming darkly stained

area at basal part of cells (Omar et al, 2007).

Damage to basement membrane due to disintegration

of epithelial cells, disruption of inner lining of tubule,

formation of necrotic spaces, separation of epithelial cells

from basement membrane, were also observed in the

clams exposed to marrying concentrations of the toxicants

(Ungavary and Tatrai, 1984). The inhalation LC
50

 (4h)

of rats was 80 ppm for female but it was presumed to be

more than 147 ppm for males. The toxicity via oral

administration and inhalation was tissue damage in the

digestive and respiratory organs, respectively (Yamakada,

1993).

CONCLUSION

Through this study, benzene was found to have a

toxic effect on animal tissues such as (liver, kidney, spleen

and pancreas) and may cause many pathological changes.
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